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 Recent reports have highlighted incidents of massive Internet tra�c interception executed by 
re-routing BGP paths across the globe (a�ecting banks, governments, entire network service providers, 
etc.). The potential impact of these attacks can range from massive eavesdropping to identity spoo�ng or 
selective content modi�cation. 

 Because of their complex dynamics, and the number of di�erent actors involved on a global scale, 
devising e�ective methodologies for the detection and characterization of tra�c interception events 
requires empirical and timely data (e.g., acquired while the event is still ongoing). Such data must be a 
combination of passive BGP measurements and active measurements (such as traceroutes), since the 
mechanism triggering the attack operates on the inter-domain routing control plane, but the actual 
impact is only veri�able in the data plane.

In this project we:

 1. investigate, develop, and experimentally evaluate novel methodologies to automatically detect  
 tra�c interception events and to characterize their extent, frequency, and impact;

 2. extend our measurement infrastructure to detect in near-realtime and report episodes of tra�c  
 interception based on BGP hijacking;

 3. document such events, providing datasets to researchers as well as informing operators,    
 emergency-response teams, law-enforcement agencies, and policy makers.

 To help understand the events detected by the system, we are developing a dashboard that summarizes geographic and topological 
information extracted from both control- and data-plane measurements. For example, we display on a map the location of the probes whose 
traceroutes traverse either the potential victim AS only (blue), or the potential attacker AS only (green), or both (red). We use a Sankey diagram 
(left) to group path segments observed by multiple monitors, to facilitate detailed characterization.
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ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

 The attacker announces to its neighbors a sub-pre�x of the pre�x origi-
nated by the victim AS (destination) using the legitimate path (AS4,AS5,AS3). 
To detect this attack, we check each newly announced sub-pre�x and look 
for the suspicious presence of a common sub-path in all the paths visible 
through our monitors. In this example, all the paths towards the victim will 
share the sub-path AS4,AS5,AS3 since neither AS3 or AS5 are announcing 
such sub-pre�x.

 The attacker pretends to be the owner of the pre�x but preserves a route 
through a legitimate path to reach the victim (destination). To detect this 
attack, we monitor multiple-origin-AS (MOAS) pre�xes, �lter out cases in 
which the ASes involved in a MOAS have relationships (e.g., customer-provid-
er) that suggest the event is legitimate, and issue traceroutes from multiple 
vantage points in order to compare the BGP AS path with the AS path inferred 
from packet probing. In case of interception these paths will di�er.

 In this scenario, the attacker evades MOAS detection by lying about being 
able to reach the victim (destination) in few hops. To detect this attack, we 
monitor BGP annoucements looking for edges in the topology graph that 
were never previously observed. We then execute traceroutes and compare 
BGP AS paths and AS paths inferred from the data plane as in the previous ex-
ample.

 We implement our methodology in a system that monitors the Internet and report 
events in near-realtime. It partially relies on other projects (e.g., RouteViews, RIPE RIS, 
RIPE Atlas, CAIDA Periscope and CAIDA Ark) and existing components (e.g., IP Geoloca-
tion and AS relationship DBs). We marked in red the components currently under devel-
opment (blue components are completed or only need re�nement).

http://www.caida.org/funding/hijacks/
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